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Abstract. With the growth of e-commerce market, personalized recommendation sys-
tems have emerged as a critical success factor in various industries. In the video game
industry, previous recommendation systems were intended for existing users and required
historical data on user purchases and ratings. In this study, a game recommendation
system based on customer reviews was developed. It makes it possible to serve new users
even when the data about them are limited. In the proposed system, games are represented
in the form of keywords extracted from customer reviews. Recommendations are made
based on keyword similarity. The KeyBERT and Word2vec techniques are applied for the
natural-language processing of customer reviews.
Keywords: Game recommendation, Online review, Natural-language processing, Key-
BERT, Keyword extraction

1. Introduction. Making personalized recommendations of products and services has
become essential for success in numerous e-commerce industries. Various recommenda-
tion systems and engines have been developed, and their effectiveness has been proven
empirically through many cases in the market. For instance, the system recommended
approximately 70% of the video contents consumed on Netflix. In the case of Amazon,
35% of all sales come from recommended products [1].

This study developed a personalized recommendation system for the video game in-
dustry, one of the biggest entertainment industries that generates more than $159 billion
in revenue per year as of 2020 [2]. The video game market demands a good recommen-
dation system to suggest a curated list of games for individual users that they may find
interesting and want to play. Research on game recommendation systems has increased
in recent years to serve their needs. However, most recommendation systems in the video
game market adopt either user-based or item-based collaborative filtering intended for
existing users and require cumulative data about the users who receive recommendations
[3,4].

These filtering methods can only work if there is sufficient information about the user
receiving the recommendation (e.g., purchase history and rating history) [3-6]. User-based
collaborative filtering can work when there are sufficient data about the experiences of
existing users; the more the data, the higher the accuracy. Item-based filtering algorithms
also recommend each item through data from users who purchased similar products.

In this study, a game recommendation system based on customer reviews was developed.
The system is intended for new users and can operate even if there are few data about
the users. By conducting natural-language processing (NLP) of customer reviews, the
proposed system extracts a set of keywords and key phrases corresponding to individual
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games. When a new customer signs up, the system requires the customer to select a
keyword describing the customer’s tastes or interests; then, it recommends games relevant
to the keyword.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the procedure of the pro-

posed review recommendation system is described. In Section 3, a case study is described.
Section 4 concludes the paper and provides future research directions.

2. Method. Figure 1 shows the procedure for building the proposed game recommen-
dation system based on review keywords. The procedure includes two parallel steps: 1)
a step for extracting keywords and key phrases of a game using the KeyBERT algorithm
and 2) a step for building a keyword-similarity calculator using the Word2vec algorithm.

Figure 1. Procedure for building a game recommendation system

In this study, KeyBERT is used to summarize the reviews of a game in the form of
keywords and key phrases. KeyBERT is a keyword extraction technique based on the bidi-
rectional encoder representations from transformers (BERT) model developed by Google
[7]. KeyBERT leverages the BERT model to identify keywords and key phrases that are
most similar to a document [8]. In recent studies, it was reported that KeyBERT can
outperform other keyword extraction techniques [9,10]. Because it considers the context
of reviews, the keywords and key phrases extracted by KeyBERT better represent the
reviews of a game [11].
Each keyword can have similar keywords usually positioned in a similar context in

reviews. To identify such similar keywords of a given keyword, the Word2vec algorithm
was adopted in this study. Word2vec is an NLP technique for word embedding and is
useful for identifying semantic similarity between keywords [12]. When a particular word
is entered, it is possible to measure the distance of the word from other words to identify
words of higher similarity.
Figure 2 represents the procedure for operating the proposed recommendation system.

When the user selects a particular keyword, the system returns a list of recommended
games with the selected keyword and its similar keywords.

3. Main Results. The proposed system was demonstrated using 7487 reviews of 100
games. The reviews were scraped from Metacritic.com (Figure 3), a website aggregating
user reviews in several entertainment genres, including film, music, and games.
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Figure 2. Procedure of operating the game recommendation system

Figure 3. Example: User reviews of the metacritic website
(https://www.metacritic.com)

For each game, five three-word phrases were extracted using the KeyBERT algorithm.
The extracted keywords representing the 100 games consisted of 582 different words. Table
1 shows a part of the results about different games.

The similarities between keywords were calculated by applying the Word2vec technique
to the entire set of game reviews. Table 2 shows a part of the results. For instance,
“soundtrack” is 95% similar to “atmosphere” and 94% similar to “art” throughout the
review. In addition, “zombie” showed a 90% similarity to “survival” and 89% to “stealth”.

The game recommendation is based on the main keyword that the user selects. The
system first recommends the games with the main keyword and then recommends the
games with the most similar keywords. For example, if a user chooses the word “sto-
ryline”, the system recommends the games with the keyword “storyline” and the word
“soundtrack” that is most similar to “storyline”, as shown in Figure 4. For instance, the
system recommended “Final Fantasy XIV: Endwalker”, which includes “storyline” and
“soundtrack” in the keywords, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Five three-word key phrases representing individual games

Game Key phrases

Final Fantasy XIV:

Endwalker

[“incredible soundtrack adds”, “mmorpg wonderful mmo”,
“characters favorite twists”, “brings beautiful soundtrack”,
“better mmorpg wonderful”]

Half-Life: Alyx
[“greatest revolution gaming”, “life best gaming”, “valve mas-
terpiece best”, “future videogames best”, “videogames best
best”]

Final Fantasy XIV:

Shadowbringers

[“amazing rpg additions”, “lesson best mmorpg”, “avengers
endgame great”, “shadowbringers amazing expansion”, “best
mmorpg expansion”]

Diaries of

a Spaceport Janitor

[“starving death explore”, “gameplay overwhelmed vendors”,
“money starving death”, “hording sewer crawling”, “attention
winning dungeon”]

Half-Life 2:

Episode Two
[“fault brilliant gameplay”, “best gameplay funny”, “richest
sci fi”, “universe richest sci”, “great enemies finish”]

Warcraft III:

The Frozen Throne
[“music great multiplayer”, “2020 good pirated”, “best multi-
player absolutely”, “rts gamer best”, “multiplayer best rts”]

Table 2. Examples of similar keywords

Keyword Similar keywords (“keyword”, similarity)

soundtrack
(“atmosphere”, 0.9541), (“art”, 0.9494), (“storyline”, 0.9491), (“music”,
0.9481)

fps (“rts”, 0.9702), (“genre”, 0.9015), (“video”, 0.8910), (“rpg”, 0.8877)

storyline
(“soundtrack”, 0.9491), (“atmosphere”, 0.9423), (“plot”, 0.9385), (“set-
ting”, 0.9047)

zombie
(“survival”, 0.9013), (“stealth”, 0.8978), (“puzzle”, 0.8968), (“roleplay-
ing”, 0.8917)

Figure 4. Examples of results

Figure 5 shows a prototype website demonstrating the proposed system. To help the
user select the main keyword, the top-30 keywords are displayed in the form of a word
cloud based on the frequency. When a keyword is selected, recommended games are listed
in the order of relevance (keyword similarity).
The quality of the proposed review-based recommendation system largely depends on

the quality of keyword extraction, i.e., whether the keywords represent the game well. To
validate the proposed system, the keywords extracted for individual games were compared
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Figure 5. Prototype website

Table 3. Comparison of extracted keywords with the tags in steam

Keyword Multiplayer Soundtrack RPG Horror Zombie
Number of games with the keyword 24 9 27 5 9
Number of games not listed in Steam 5 0 0 0 0

Number of games
with the same keyword in Steam

17 8 25 5 9

Number of games
without the keyword in Steam

2 1 2 0 0

Keyword similarity 89.47% 88.89% 92.59% 100% 100%

with manually assigned tags. In this study, tags posted by game producers and users
in Steam (https://store.steampowered.com), one of the most popular game platforms,
were used for the comparison. As shown in Table 3, the keyword similarity between the
proposed system and Steam was calculated for five different keywords. For example, 24
games have the keyword “Multiplayer” according to the proposed system, and 17 games
among them have the same keyword (tag) “Multiplayer” in Steam, while five games are
not listed on the Steam website; thus, the similarity is 17/(24 − 5) × 100 = 89.47%. On
average, the keyword similarity is 92.75%, which implies that the keywords extracted by
the proposed system reflect the characteristics and strengths of a game well.

4. Conclusions. The review-based game recommendation system proposed is meaning-
ful because it can be applied to new users. Unlike the existing recommendation system
based on user-based filtering or item-based filtering, the system requires little information
about the users. The user is only required to select a keyword that is most interesting to
the user, and the system returns a list of games represented by the keyword. Keywords
for each game are determined based on the experiences of game users. A set of keywords
is automatically assigned to individual games based on customer reviews and used for
recommending games.

One limitation of this study is that the proposed system needs more validation of the
effectiveness of the recommendations. The quality of recommendations from a customer
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viewpoint should be measured, and the performance of the proposed system should be
compared with those of alternatives.
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